TIMELESS

KISSPROOF® LIPSTICK

CHARACTERISTICS:
TIMELESS Kissproof® Lipstick is the essence of matte vibrancy and futuristic wear. A sensorial lip fluid that
shapes lips with one-stroke of pure color. An innovative texture with an ultralight weight and an extremely thin
coverage. It has an exceptional drying time that won’t crack up on application. Timeless leaves smooth and
nourished lips, it is a high comfort lipstick with transfer resistant finish. The synergistic combination of neem
(*) oil, sesame oil and Indian frankincense essential oil offers antioxidant and a moisturizing complex which
restores the lips hydrolipidic natural coverage. The unique applicator tip paints on with precision in one swipe,
so you can wear modern color with confidence.
UNIQUE QUALITIES:
• Extreme wear
• Transfer resistant performances
• Vibrant matte finish
• Intense color
• Sensorial fluid touch
• Weightless and ultra thin film – “breathing” effect.
BENEFITS:
• Neem oil
• Sesame oil
• Indian frankincense essential oil
• Active ingredients for moisturizing, antioxidant
properties
HOW TO USE:
Draw lip outline with the unique applicator tip then fill
in color in one easy swipe of vivid color.
GOES WELL WITH:
Ultimate Lip Liner
CUSTOMERS SHOULD KNOW:

Formulated WITHOUT parabens, fragrance, D5 or talc.
For best TIMELESS Kissproof (R) lipstick performance please keep
lips nice and smooth before any application. Exfoliate if needed and
wipe off any excess moisture on lips, apply a thin clean coat and
let it completely dry for 3 - 5 minutes before rubbing lips together.
If you rub your lips together during the drying process, it could
cause the lipstick to dry incorrectly, therefore causing cracking and
crumbles. Also, any extra coats during the day may cause cracking.
If you wish to refresh, remove and reapply. 
Care Recommendation: Our formula contains a softener d
 rying
agent to deliver thematte effect we all love. To extend the life of
your Timeless Kissproof (R) Lipstick, it is recommended to close
tightly the container after everyuse. Please keep away from direct
sunlight and store it in a cool and dry place.

Kissproof ™ ® is a Lord&Berry registered trademark
(*) a tropical Old World tree that yields mahogany like timber, oil, or
medicinal product oils.

PRODUCT GROUP NUMBER: 6400
INGREDIENTS:

ISODECANE, MICA, OCTYLDODECANOL, HYDROGENATED STYRENE/
ISOPRENE
COPOLYMER,
STEARALKONIUM
HECTORITE,
DICALCIUM PHOSPATE, ALCHOOL, SESAMUN INDICUM (SESAME)
SEED OIL, WATER (AQUA), MELIA AZADIRACHTA (NEEM) SEED OIL,
PENTAERYTHRITYL TETRA-DI-T-BUTYL HYDROXYHYDROCINNAMATE,
BOSWELLIASERRATA OIL, BHT. [+/-MAY CONTAIN:TITANIUM DIOXIDE
(CI 77891), IRON OXIDE (CI 77491), YELLOW 6 (CI 15985), RED 7 (CI 15850),
IRON OXIDE(CI 77492), IRON OXIDES (CI 77499), RED 6 (CI 15850), BLUE 1
(CI42090), CARMINE (CI 75470)].

